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U.S. proposes
open research

Regents OK
renovation
funding

'Star Wars' monitoring offered

by Don Lee
staff reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration has proposed an "open laboratory arrangement for the United States
and the Soviet Union to exchange scientists and doublecheck each other's "Star Wars"
research, a senior administration official said yesterday.

The Ohio Board of Regents
has recommended a two-year,
$19.23 million capital-improvements budget for the University to Gov. Richard Celeste
as part of a statewide $305 million statewide capital-improvements budget.

But the Soviet Union, so far,
has refused to go along with any
agreement that permits research into Star Wars technology, the official said, even
though the United States believes such research is clearly
permissible under the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile treaty.

The budget, recommended
Monday, includes (15.67 million
for priority projects, including
$7.5 million for converting
Hayes Hall into a campus computer center, which would combine all campus computer
operations into one building;
$5.4 million for the second phase
of renovations to Overman Hall;
and $2.5 million for utility and
building projects.

The official, who briefed reporters at the White House on
the understanding he not be
identified, indicated the open
laboratory proposal would be
part of an understanding on Star
Wars that could clear the way
for a comprehensive new arms
control agreement that also
would include sharp reductions
in strategic offensive nuclear
weapons.
The official said he is still
hopeful that arms control
guidelines can be worked out for
the Nov. 19-20 summit between
President Reagan and Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev in
Geneva. Reagan leaves for the
summit on Saturday.

Renovations to Shatzel Hall,
which received a lower priority,
received an additional $3.5 million budget, said Richard Eakin.
vice president for planning and
budgeting.
THE UNIVERSITY originally
requested $28.6 million for the
main campus for 1987-1968,
which included $5.38 million for
renovations to Overman Hall;
$2.5 million for utilities and
building protects; $180,000 for an
addition to the Business Administration building; $8.5 million
for a new computer building;
$3.1 million for renovations to
Shatzel Hall; $8.1 million for a
Fine Arts Building addition; and
$830,000 for a second steam line
connecting the campus with the
heating plant on Thurstin Street.
Also requested was $270,000
for a storage building at the
Firelands campus in Huron.
Eakin said the Business Administration addition would be
funded by Interest income from
other University accounts.
• See Regents, page 5.

THE OFFICIAL said the proposed guidelines are being discussed through the American
ambassador in Moscow, Arthur
Hartman, and the Soviet ambassador in Washington, Anatoly
Dobrynin.
BG
It'S nOt all that bad
News/Kevin Hopkins
Dee Phillabaum, junior marketing major, clowns with Dawn Baltes, freshman pre-physical therapy
major, while they donate blood at the Lenhart Grand Ballroom yesterday. The bloodmobile will be on
campus until Friday and will be open from 9 a.m. to 2:45 p.m.

Another official said yesterday that it is a Soviet refusal to
agree that the United States can
engage in research into missile
defense technology that is blocking a potential compromise that

could lead to guidelines at the
summit.
"I think there is some real
potential to cut a deal if they say
they can live with laboratory
research," said the official, who
specializes in arms control issues and who insisted on not
being identified.
"I think it is clearly an 'anything goes' summit,'' he said.
"Anything can happen at the
summit with regard to arms
control. Publicly we are not
going to say it because an 'anything goes' situation means it
could go badly, too."
He said that when Secretary of
State George Shultz and other
U.S. officials went to Moscow
last week, they found the Soviets
unwilling to follow up on previous indications they would
agree to the research.
The senior official said in a
briefing at the White House that
the Soviet Union is calling "for a
complete ban on everything having to do with space based systems as they define them,
including a ban on research directed toward such systems."
AN AGREEMENT to curb
component testing is regarded
as the key to the understanding.
This would ban testing of major
components of a missile defense
system outside the laboratory.
Without component testing, actual development and deployment of a missile shield would
be a long way off.
Such an understanding would
be linked to a Soviet agreement
for major reductions in strategic
offensive weapons. Details of
the agreements, if there are to
be agreements, would be
worked out at the arms control
talks that resume in Geneva in
January.

Gas leak sends Windham Hill artists to hospital
by JiB Trudeau
news editor
Six musicians and a manager
from the group Windham Hill
were treated and released from
Wood County Hospital yesterday
after gas leaked at the University guest house where they
were staying, according to William Bess, director of Public

Safety.
The musicians had given a
concert at the University Monday night.
Bess said the seven were
found by a member of the University cleaning staff and were
taken to the hospital by city
ambulance at about 8:15 a.m.
Michele Shaffer, the evening

shift supervisor at the hospital,
said yesterday that the seven
were tested for carbon monoxide levels and "there were some
elevations." She would not elaborate. The seven were released
individually between 10:47 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
Dr. Luanna Hess, the physician who treated the group, said

they later traveled to Columbus
to give a concert. She said she
talked to one of the members of
the group before the concert,
and they ^'felt pretty good."
HESS SAID she suggested
they get another blood test if
they have any problems.
Early fire department reports
indicated the leak was caused by

a plugged or blocked vent pipe,
but the investigation is continuing, Bess said.
He added that there was no
danger of explosion.
Windham Hill, whose music is
usually classified as jazz, comprises about 50 musicians who
perform individually and in

groups.
The six musicians at the University were Mike Marshall, Liz
Story, Michael Hedges, Darol
Anger, Mike Manring and John
Jorganson, a special guest at the
concert. The manager's name
was not available.
The guest house is on Troupe
Street behind Delta Zeta sorority, near WBGU-TV.

Group checks bias Rape reported on South
University lectures not monitored
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Accuracy in Academia, the national organization which monitors
classroom lectures for supposed liberal bias, has not monitored any
lectures at the University, AIA's national director said yesterday.
Matthew Scully, the groups's director, said he wasn't aware of any
classroom monitoring at any Ohio university, although 77ie Post,
Ohio University's campus newspaper, reported recently that students there were being asked to monitor lectures.
AIA is a branch of Accuracy in Media, which monitors the national
news media for what it calls a liberal bias in reporting.
Scully said students at a particular campus were asked to monitor
a professor's lectures and report biases to the AIA when a student or
students there called the AIA office in Washington, D.C., to complain
about bias in that professor's lectures.
The Post reported members of a campus' student Republicans'
organization were usually asked to be monitors.
Scully said the students' complaints were usually about a course
being labled one way in the course catalog, while the lectures were
usually statements of the professor's personal viewpoint.
"Some professors aren t just professors, they're visionaries,"
Scully said. "They aren't just content with scholarships, (but want
to) advance their holy cause."
SCULLY CHARACTERIZED university and college faculties as
being "loaded on the side of liberals of various brands.
"No question about it - except when somebody tries to smoke them
out of the brush, they're generally quite expansive" about their
viewpoints, Scully said.
Scully said AIA was not trying to restrict professors' freedom to
teach, but "we make a distinction between teaching and indoctrination," he said.
Scully cited an example of a student at a California college who
called the AIA office to complain about a professor who was "quite
expansive in the classroom about his Marxism."
Scully said a Marxist could not teach objectively about Marxism
• See AIA, page 4.

Student gives
desciption
of suspect

by Jim Nleman
staff reporter
A University woman reported she was raped Thursday evening by a man who
broke into her South Summit
Street apartment, the Bowling Green police said yesterday.
The woman was reportedly
raped shortly after returning
to her apartment at about
8:30 p.m. from drinking at a
downtown bar with her boyfriend and three girlfriends.
According to police, the
woman was in her kitchen
when there was a knock at
her door. She started to walk
towards the door and asked,
"Who is it?"
The man replied, "It's
me." then opened the door,
which was not locked, and
grabbed her. The woman told
police that he then pushed her
to the floor where he jumped
on top of her and raped her.
Police said that the man did

not hit the woman or hold his
hand over her mouth, and
that he had no visible weapons.

THE WOMAN told police
that she was afraid to scream
and that every time she resisted the rapist would get
more forceful until she would
quit resisting.
The man left the apartment
after five minutes without
saying a word.
The woman then called her
boyfriend, who went to her
apartment where he called
the police.
Police questioned her and
took her to the Wood County
Hospital Emergency Room
where she received a police
rape examination.
Police then escorted her to
the police station and, from
the description she gave, a
composite drawing of the rapist was made.
The woman described her
attacker as 5-feet-7-inches
tall, about 25 years old, with
brown hair, brown eyes and a
full beard and mustache. She
said the attacker wore brown
hiking boots with red laces.
Lee blue jeans, and a flannel
shirt with black background
and red and blue checks.

Courtesy /Bowling Green Police Department

Composite drawing

Editorial
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It's bloody unfair
A 11 right, we've had just about enough of this bad/\mouthing of the diplomatic duo, chuck and Di.
Without a doubt, their visit has attracted more
gawkers than the unicorn at the Ringling Bros, and
Barnum & Bailey Circus. Their U.S. trip had
enough media hype to make even the most loquacious pro wrestling promoter envious.
Television sets and newspapers across the country have been inundated the last few days with
news of the regal couple's every move. It seems
everybody has an opinion about the royal visit.
It's refreshing, we believe, to see smiling emissaries - a pair whose motive is to foster positive
relations and uphold the values of family hie. Call
us corny, but we don't see anything wrong with the
media filling the national consciousness with sparkling messages of goodwill.
International goodwill is one thing in which the
United States has been deficient.
One recent caustic volley was fired at the majestic mates by a certain Ohio newspaper (read:
Cleveland's largest). It seems this publication was
incensed by the British public getting smug satisfaction at the American public fawning over the
prince and princess of Wales.
So the blokes are cackling in their warm ale, big
deal. It's no cause for downplaying their visit in
such harsh terms. The publication in question
stated yesterday: "It's one thing to sympathize
with Great Britain's ailments. It's another to enshrine two people who look and act like wedding
cake ornaments."
Cute, real cute. Maybe they look like wedding
cake ornaments, but at least they have the ability
to unify a country, serving as a rallying point for
British pride.
How long has it been since the U.S. had such
heroes? Since the days of Lindbergh? Or Kennedy?
Maybe never. Perhaps that's why the throngs
turned out to catch a glimpse of the pair; Americans are starved for such icons.
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The plea bargain
can be useful tool
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Legal system must not abuse it
by Matt Wlnkeljohn

which will make him eligible for
parole in ten years.

Plea bargaining is a common
tool in the American legal system. It's helpful in preventing
America's courtroom dockets
from becoming more overcrowded than they are now.
There are other advantages to
plea bargaining, but, unfortunately, these advantages are
often overshadowed by the
abuses of plea bargaining.

Without plea bargaining, every case would go to trial. As it
is now, only one out of every ten
cases ever goes to trial. Even
with this seemingly low percentage, the backlog within the court
system is staggering. Plea bargaining helps alleviate additional casework. The time and
money saved by avoiding these
trials is enormous.

Plea bargaining occurs when
a criminal defendant is offered a
lesser sentence in return for a
guilty plea, negating the need
for a trial. Another form of plea
bargaining rewards the defendant with a lighter sentence
in return for information about
other felons or criminal acts. A
plea bargain is worked out by a
prosecutor and a defense attorney behind closed doors. It is
then approved by a judge. The
principles behind plea bargaining are sound.

But while plea bargaining is a
valuable commodity, it is a mis-,
used one as well. Too often, the
legal system is compromised by
lazy defense attorneys and
judges. One can find countless
displays of the improper use of
the plea bargain.
• A tragic example was listed in
the Nov. 5 issue of USA Today by
Paul Kamenar, executive legal
director of the Washington Legal Foundation.
In Detroit, a young ChineseAmerican man was brutally
beaten to death by two men who
smashed his skull with a baseball bat. The judge in the case
accepted a plea of simple manslaughter and imposed a small
fine and probation on the killers.
Another example, closer to
home, was offered by Ben Marrison, a staff reporter for The
Blade, who covered a vehicular
homicide story while interning
at the Youngstown Vindicator
two summers ago. In that case,
a legally intoxicated 18-year-old
driver hit and killed an intoxicated 18-year-old pedestrian
while doing 85 mph in a 25 mph
zone. There was some delay in
the overall process because after the accident, the driver twitched seats with a
passenger. Once everything was
finally straightened out, the
prosecutor said it was too late
and there wasn't time to prosecute every DUI case. The

Plea bargaining often enables
the state to gain convictions that
would otherwise be unattainable. Defendants will offer a
guilty plea in exchange for a
lesser sentence.
Also, prosecutors are often
able to gain information incriminating enough to prosecute other
criminals.
Many people were upset a
couple of weeks ago when John
Walker Jr. copped a plea in
return for information on acts of
espionage in this country.
Walker was found guilty of selling secrets to the Soviets for the
last 16 years. According to U.S.
Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger, Walker agreed to
give the American government
a bevy of valuable information
about other acts of espionage in
the United States. In return,
Walker was given a sentence
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young man skipped an aggravated vehicular nomocide and
walked away with a simple reckless operation charge.
There are a number of reasons
for the abuses of plea bargainins.
Some ambitious prosecutors
are overly interested in their
"win-loss" records. Other prosecutors fear their inability to
prove beyond a reasonable
doubt the guilt of a defendant.
As an alternative, these prosecutors will buck for the quickfix: the plea bargain.
Many judges encourage the
plea bargain. The reason for this
is obvious. Plea bargains reduce
the time and the hassles of additional courtroom work. Unfortunately, there are judges who
prefer rubber-stamping cases to
the prosecutorial process simply
for reasons of expediency.
Another reason for the
staunch advocacy of plea bargaining centers on a lack of
prison space. It is unfortunate
that something like a lack of
prisons should jeopardize the
effective execution of the American legal system.

The American public Is the
loser here. The citizens of this
country have a right to expect
that criminals be prosecuted for
their crimes.
In the aforementioned issue of
USA Today, Kamenar said polls
show that the American public Is
willing to pay for greater prosecutorial services. This includes
more courts and prisons. If this
would prevent members of the
legal culture from sidestepping
due process, then it would be a
worthwile expenditure.
Plea bargaining, when used
properly, is a progressive element. It should be used only to
gain an advantage in the prosecution of criminals. It should
not be used to sidestep a disadvantage or shortcut a prosecutor's work.

Union, the Off-Campus Commuter Center or near any group
of vending machines - residence halls, sororities and fraternities.
Don't bury it at the dump and
leave it there for our descendants. I challenge you to put it to
good use.
Lorrie Miller
OCMBMStl

Geneva Conference, a nationwide video conference will take
place in an attempt to inform
participants of the current status of the nuclear situation and
to work toward an understanding of possible solutions to the
problem. The BGSU Peace Coalition will sponsor a viewing of
the conference, with a discussion after the video presentation at 8 p.m. in Hanna Hall.

The people of this nation are
entitled to live with the faith that
criminal parties will be prosecuted while law-abiding citizens will not
Winkeljohn is a senior sports
information major from Marietta, Ga.

Letters
NRA cartoon upsetting
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I find the cartoon concerning
the NRA done by syndicated
cartoonist Mike Peters very disturbing; not because it is contrary to my beliefs, but because
it is baaed on misconceptions
and misrepresentations.

Democrats for education
by Mark Cannon
Twenty years ago on Nov. 8th,
President Lyndon Baines Johnson signed into law The Higher
Education Act of 1965. This act
marked the first time in United
States history that the federal
government offered grants to
undergraduate students in need.
This one act has served to
make higher education an affordable option for countless Americans. As a result, half of all of
today's high school graduates go
on to higher learning, an option
only the well-to-do could exercise in the not-too-distant past.
President Johnson once said:
"At the desk where I sit, I have
learned one great truth: the
answer for all our national problems - the answer for all the
rblems of the world - comes
a single word. The word is
education."
But, I sometimes wonder if the
current administration sees the
true value of educating its citizens as Johnson had. Sure, the
Reagan rhetoric, such as "A
Nation at Risk," denotes the

"The school is the last expenditure
upon which America should be willing
to economize."
Franklin D. Roosevelt
proper concern. But, his politics
For example, according to the
Congressional Budget Office,
spending for student financial
aid programs in fiscal year 1985
was down by approximately 23
percent from bre-1981 levels,
before Ronald Reagan assumed
office. And this does not begin to
tell the whole story. Had the
administration's programs not
met opposition in Congress, especially from the Democratic
House, student aid this past year
would have been 47 percent below pre-Reagan levels.
Again this year, after having
captured a good portion of the
youth vote in the last election.
Reagan turned right around and
proposed for fiscal year 1966
stricter eligibility requirements
and lower Income ceilings that
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would have effectively reduced
the number of student loans by
another 30 percent and aid in the
form of grants, direct loans, and
work study by an additional 20
percent.
Though Reagan has been in
the habit of quoting President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, he must
not have been listening when
FDR said: "The school is the
last expenditure upon which
America should be willing to
economize."
The dream that Johnson
started on its way of making
talent and ability, not wealth,
the only criteria for admittance
to a college or university has
suffered a setback. Sadly, while
today 87 percent of American
parents want their children to go
on to college, only 57 percent
believe they can afford to do so,
according to an American Council on Education report.
Students, colleges and universities, and educational organizations throughout the nation last
week celebrated the twentieth
anniversary of the signing of
The Higher Education Act of
1965.
Now perhaps they should stop
and give some thought to who
hat been on their side.
Undoubtedly, it is the Democratic Party that has shown and
continues to demonstrate its belief that "a mind is a terrible
thing to waste."
Cannon, a senior public administration major at Miami
University, la president ot Ohio
College Democrats.

The NRA does not preserve
the right of "flunkies'' to kill
cops, as the cartoon suggests,
but the rights of law abiding gun
owners to enjoy the sport of
target shooting and hunting and
also, if desired, defend one's
property and well being.
The NRA, in fact, is one of the
leading proponents of mandatory minimum prison sentences
for the use of handgun during a
felony. This country allows freedoms to law abiding citizens as
well as "flunkies" because it
knows that the consequences of
denying a person freedom is
much worse than the antisocial
behavior of the few who abuse it.
Rick Weaver
NRA Member
OCMBM433

Recycle cans, BG
I enjoyed the article in Thursday's paper "Prout Residents
work to "can' RA." It reflected
BG students as fun-loving, enterprising people who turned it
all into a good deed.
The community service of recycling aluminum was touched
on lightly in the article, but I
think the students should be
commended for finding a way to
promote resource conservation
and have fun doing it-not to
mention that it made them a
profit to throw a party. (What a
reinforcement! B.F. Skinner
would love it!)
Let me propose that the University reserve certain receptacles especially for aluminum
cans. That might be a fundraiser for service groups who
could oversee the process and
haul the aluminum to a recycling center.
Appropriate places for these
receptacles would be at the

BLOOM COUNTY

Be heard in Geneva
Nuclear weapons are undeniably the greatest power that
man has ever wielded. They are
also the greatest threat humankind has ever faced. To those of
us who abhor violence of any
type, the solution to the problem
of nuclear proliferation seems
simple-stop building nuclear
weapons. Unfortunately, the
real solution is much more complicated and not so easily agreed
upon.
On Nov. 19, the President of
the United States and the Secretary General of the Soviet Union
wul meet in Geneva to discuss
the rtiiAttimn of nuclear proliferation. Each of these men will
bring to the summit the fears,
mistrusts, and the hopes of his
people. Each will attempt to
gain a secure and peaceful future for his country.
But the decisions which these
men make will not affect their
nations alone. They will affect
the future of the entire planet.
And while the intentions of both
Reagan and Gorbachev are undoubtedly to assure national security for their own countries,
let us hope they realize that no
nation is secure when all of
humankind can be destroyed
with the touch of a few buttons.
On Nov. 12, a week before the

This is a good opportunity for
us in Bowling Green and others
across the country to both learn
and to send a message to those
who will be deriding our future
at Geneva. If we value our lives
and our cultures, we must actively work toward the elimination of all nuclear weapons.
DawaLaasa
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BG gains new fan
For the past 18 months, I have
been involved in the implementation of the University's new
phone system.
In those eighteen months, I
have met hundreds of the faculty and staff and many students.
I would like to thank everyone
un campus for their assistance
and patience in this mammoth
project I was hardly familiar
with the University prior to this
project, but I will always be a
big fan of this fine group of
people in the future. Pm on a
new assignment now, but I take
with me many fine memories
and friendshiDs from Bowling
Green State University. Thanks
-one and all.
Charles Seix
AT * T Iaf •cmattw Systems
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Education contributors earn honorary degrees
by Nancy BoMwk*
tfaff reporter

Three men will soon join James
Rhodes, Lillian Gish, Erma Bombeck
and Phil Donahue in the University
history books.
And none of them is a politician,
actor, professional comedian or even a
talk show host.
Ashel Bryan, Marvin Kobacker and
Rolf Weil have made significant contributions to the field of education and
they will be recognized for their work
by being awarded honorary degrees at

the December commencement, University President Paul Olscamp said.
Although no coursework is required
for earning an honorary degree, a lot of
time and work proceeds the distinction, Olscamp said.
"Someone has to recognize who you
are, before they recommend you for an
honorary degree," Olscamp said.
About four honorary degrees are
awarded each year, he said.
The process of being chosen for an
honorary degree takes weeks of review
before final approval by the Board of

Trustees and acceptance by the candidate.
ANY MEMBER of the University
can recommend a candidate for an
honorary degree by submitting the
request to Olscamp, who will forward
the request to the Faculty Senate or
Board of Trustees, he said. Usually
faculty members or a committee
within Faculty Senate make the recommendations.
The president can also make direct
nominations to the Board or go through
the Honorary Degrees and Commemoratives Committee for approval be-

Insurance search ends
Liability coverage resumes for city officials
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

The search for public official
liability insurance for Bowling
Green's city administrators and
other workers is over.
As of 8 a.m. today, Assistant
Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith said all public officials will have liability
coverage. Smith said her telephone call to Markell Service
Inc. this morning would put the
new policy in effect.
There was one stipulation,
though.
The coverage includes an additional 820,449 premium for police liablity insurance, a cost
that city council, and Mayor
Bruce Bellard didn't expect.
In addition to insuring public

officials, Smith said the policy
will cover general liability
claims, boiler and machinery,
electric and underground poles,
and paramedic (or EMS) units.
While the coverage is more
complete, it will cost more, she
said.
THE NEW policy's premium
will cost the city 93 percent more
than last year, an increase of
more than $126,000, Smith said.
The city was previously insured
by International Surplus Lines
Co. whose coverage expired
Nov. 1.
Despite the rate increase,
council endorsed Smith's policy
recommendation in a special
meeting held last night.
Most council members believed they didn't have much
choice since the coverage was a

by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

necessity, even with the high
premium cost.
"I'm very uncomfortable
without having insurance," William Blair, Ward 4 councilman,
said after last night's meeting.
"It's not fair to our public officials that are out on the line
every day."
"I'd like to see more businessmen on the committees," he
said. "But a businessman is not
going to put his business on the
Une... you've got to have insurance to protect these people."
Bellard had mixed reactions
about the coverage.
"I think it's a very good policy. It gives us better coverage
than we have ever had," he said.
"However, the deductibles are
higher than they every have
been."

Now is not a good time for homosexuals to
"come out of the closet," according to Rhea
Diamond, a spokeswoman from the Gay Rights
National Lobby.
In a speech sponsored by the Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Thursday, Diamond said the fear of
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
has led to discrimination against homosexuals,
who often have no legal recourse.
"There are laws on the books that discriminate
against people just because they might be gay.
They must be lobbied against," she said, adding
that common areas of discrimination are in the
workplace, housing and custody battles.
The GRNL is asking representatives to cosponsor the Weiss-Waxman Gay and Lesbian
Civil Rights Bill (HR 230), which would make
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
in bousing, employment, public facilities and
federally- assisted opportunities illegal. Diamond
said there is currently no comprehensive federal
legislation that ensures the employment rights of
gay and lesbian workers.
HOWEVER, FINDING co-sponsors and people

Call 372-8086 to schedule your
senior portrait.

Any Longer

<8>REDKEN

willing to go on record for voting for the bill when
it gets on the floor is not easy. Diamond said.
The bill recently lost the co-sponsorship of a
Republican representative in the Great Lakes
region, which Diamond believes is due to pressure from the Republican Party. Many female
representatives will not co-sponsor or go on
record as voting for any gay rights bills because
their constituents may assume that they are
lesbians, which could ruin their political careers,
she & dded
In 1963, Gov. Richard Celeste ordered state
agencies, departments, boards and commissions
under the governor's Jurisdiction not to discriminate in employment against any individual based
on the individual's sexual orientation.
"The worst thing the gay community has to
worry about right now is the witch hunts for
AIDS," Diamond said. She warned that homosexuals should not take the AIDS test unless they
suspect they have the disease because it is not
known what is done with the names.
"AIDS funding is the only good news for the gay
community right now," Diamond said. About $200
million in AIDS funding has been appropriated by
Congress, including about $20 million to be spent
on community-based education and risk reduction programs.

These are absolutely the last few days to have your
senior portrait taken. We're making this the best
senior section ever, for a special 75th anniversary
KEY yearbook. And yes, we want all you
procrastinators, too! Don't wait, set yourself up today
to be immortalized.

Blow it off
$5 HAIRCUT
30* off PERMS

Bryan, chairman of the board of MidAm bank and trustee of the Medical
College of Ohio is active in musical and
artistic circles at the University, Olscamp said. He was previously recognized for his contributions through the
dedication of Bryan Recital Hall.
Kobacker, in whose honor Kobacker
Hall is named, will be recognized for
his financial support of the University,
Olscamp said.
Weil, president of Roosevelt Universty in Chicago, will be awarded for
his lifelong contributions to minority
education.

Gays seek anti-discrimination laws

Seniors,
Don't

i»
ivf>

fore sending the recommendations to
the Board of Trustees.
This year, for the first time in his
administration, Olscamp made three
recommendations directly to the
Board. His recommendations were approved early in October.
The criteria to be awarded an honorary degree are broad, requiring only
that the candidate be a person of distinction, Olscamp said. This may include those who nave made significant
financial contributions to the University or those individuals of academic
distinction.
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product* available

HAIR UNLIMITED
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143W.Wooster
353-3281
0 ^r

^

OPEN
Monitor. Tim** 100* cc
KMnMdor«UarMM:00
Saturday rOH 00

N€$IS

with this AD

ASK FOR PEGGY

140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800

PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon

OPEN

I.

Expires 11/20/85

MONDAY-SATURDAY MT>5:30
THURSDAY'S TILL 8:00 pa

tkkt CVfeoftcr

J54-1001

SUCCESS MINDED?
You'll fit in with us!
Gain valuable sales experience while in college and you'll
be one step ahead of your competition when you enter the
job market.

THE BG NEWS
is now accepting applications for
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES
for positions starting spring semester 1985

Aeroa* Vfeoctcr
F*«iw Hor*h»an

expires 11-19-85

Includes shampoo
& blow dry

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1986
OR
SPRING SEMESTER, 1987
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:

—COMMISSION PAID—

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,1985
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION

Applications available: 214 West Hall
Deadline: November 15, 1985

MEETINGS AT: 8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 un.
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 pjn.
ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING
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Florence program planned
Italian exchange could expand student options
struction in language, art, civilization and history for which they
will receive six to eight credits
for classes at home. Knowing
Italian is not necessary, but the
student who has to take extensive courses in the language
wont be able to take the other
classes offered," be said.
Florence was picked because
of its all-around appeal.
"The Renaissance art and history in Florence is ideal to the
art student, but the city also has
appeal to other tastes, such as
shopping and eating, Balducci

by Amanda Sldn

Another name is being added
to the list of countries offered
through student exchange programs at the University.
In addition to France, Spain
and Austria, students will have
the option of going to Italy.
Although it is still in the planning stages, the Italian program
abroad has been given the go
Gioacchino Balducci, associate professor of Italian in the
Romance languages department, has been wanting to start
a program such as this For a long
time. He has seen how well the
other programs are doing and
that became his incentive for
organizing one to Italy, he said.
"They (other programs) are
all good, well-run, well-known
programs. I am working for the
same thing," be said.
Balducci along with Mary
Mabry and Tom Hilty, professors of art, have laid the ground
work, including much correspondence with schools in Italy
and numerous meetings here at
the University.
THE PROGRAM will begin as
a summer one and may develop
into a full year, according to
Balducd.
"Students will spend five
weeks in Florence receiving in-

Also included in the program
will be cultural trips on the
weekends to nearby places of
interest such as Venice and
Rome.
Balducci and Mabry will be on
leaves of absence next semester
in Florence and will make more
solid arrangements for the program.
"WE WILL be able to check
out living facilities, schooling,
etc. Everything up to this point
has been done by correspondence and doing by mall is
hard," he said.
The program will accept students from any university.
Graduate students will do independent study, working with a
professor here and a arranging
a plan.

Karen Fillmore, a senior liberal arts major, spent the last
year in Milan. Italy, as an exchange student through the Academic Year Abroad program,
based in New York ana not affiliated with the University. She
said she cannot wait to get back.
She hopes to go on this program
as a graduate student.
"The program would suit my
needs credit-wise and Florence
is such a beautiful city. It is
loaded with art, history and culture. There are so many other
things to learn besides fust the
language,'' she said.
She does not think anyone can
learn the language fully in five
weeks, but one can learn a lot
about the Italian culture.
• 'Out of all of Italy, Florence is
the ideal place to go to learn as
much of the language as possible. There, pronunciation and
grammar won't be hard to understand, as in Rome or Sicily.
The language is at its purest in
Florence," she said.
Balducci is sure that living in
a foreign country is a good experience.
"It will give the student a new
perspective and more enthusiasm when they return. They
will have a better idea of what is
going on in the rest of the
world," he said.

Awards set to attract minorities
Ten freshmen have received
the newly created Minority
Achievement Scholarships as
part of the University's ongoing
efforts to recruit high-achieving
minority students.
According to Jack Taylor, assistant vice president for minority affairs, the scholarships
were awarded last summer for
the 1965-86 academic year.

The $2,000 scholarships also
are part of the University's effort to increase financial assistance to students, Taylor said.
Those eligible for the scholarship were members of a minority group who maintained 3.0
grade point average in a high
school college-preparatory curriculum and were Ohio residents, Taylor said.

The Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

Application requirements included submitting an autobiographical essay and three
letters of recommendation to the
Office of Minority Affairs.
APPLICANTS SELECTED as
candidates were interviewed
and recipients were selected on
the basis of scholastic achievement and potential for success
on the collegiate level, he said.
The recipients are Consuella
Brown, Donna Henry, Sherri
Houston, Stephanie Jackson,
Deena Lewis, Yolinda Pierce,
Rebecca Rldgway, Brigette
Simms and Rosemary vularreal.

The world is waiting

EDITOR
of

THE BG NEWS
for
Spring Semester 1986
Applications available at 214 West Hall.
Deadline: lues., November 26,5 p.m.

j BARNEY'S

J

Be an exchange student I
......................
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Kitty Stoneburner

Sheila Spradlin

Japanese intern program launched
by Amanda Slain
reporter

A new internship program will send two University students to work in Japan next year.
Kitty Stoneburner .senior management information systems/French/international business
major and Sheila Spradlin, Junior international
business/marketing major, will work for Teraoka Seiko, a computer and high-tech industry
based in Tokyo, while receiving credit for classes
at the University.
The two will be supplied with an apartment,
lunch each day and a monthly allowance.
Stoneburner will be the first student to particiKte in the program. She will leave for Japan in
nuary and stay until August
Although Stoneburner said she spent 14 months
in France working and going to school, and
traveling to other European countries during
breaks, she added that this time she wanted to go
somewhere totally different.
"MY FIRST choice was an Asian country and I
picked Japan because they are so businessoriented. I started taking Japanese this semester/' she said.
With so little experience of the language, she
said her biggest fear is not being able to commu-

AIA

Continued from page 1.
at compared to western political
thought, since "he has already
declared a hostility to the subject matter."
AIA's objective is to "impose
discipline on these men who are
simply out of hand, not practicing academic freedom but academic license," while the
organization is motivated by a
"hostility to radical ideologies,"

Graduate Student

nicate with people.
"I know it will be very lonely at first, but once I
learn the language, it will be much easier to make
friends. Things will also get much more interesting," she said.
Stoneburner said she hopes to use all this travel
and business experience in a career with an
international company.
"I want mycareer to include as much traveling
as possible. Then eventually, I want to start my
own international consulting firm," she said.
Spradlin has been accepted to begin her internship in August and remain there until May, 1967.
Her final decision rests on whether or not the
credits she receives will enable her to graduate
on time.
"I really hope to go. I think it would be a
wonderful opportunity to use my Japanese skills
and also gain some valuable business skills," she
said.
She is in her fifth semester of Japanese so she is
not too concerned with her communication skills.
She said she worries more about being alone, far
away from family and friends.
"Of course there will be language and cultural
differences, but I really worry about being away
from home for nine months. I'm sure, though,
that after a while that, too, won't seem so hard,"
she said.

he said.
•THE HARM is that the students aren't getting any kind of
real education. Instead (students get) a re-education by
men with causes," he said.
Ronald Stoner, president of
the University chapter of the
American Association of University Professors, said he
thought"... it's fine to listen to
professors' lectures" if not for
the purpose of reporting the
lectures to an outside agency
that would seek "suppression of

free expression in the classroom."
Stoner said the AAUP was
"... not opposed to anybody
sitting in the classroom arguing
the opposite point, as long as the
point is expressed publicly and
Stoner said that placing unidentified "monitors" in the
classroom would create an "atmosphere of suspicion" in the
classroom.
Les Csorba, president of AIA,
was not available for comment.

TRIVIA CONTEST
Monday, Nov. 18
9:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Union
• Cost is $5.00 per team
Limit of 4 people per team

SELLING AND SALES
MANAGEMENT CLUB
The Selling and Sales Management Club
would like to announce their sale of the

Graduate Student Senate

ORIGINAL
Mom and Dad BGSU sweatshirts.
On sale now in the B.A. and
Math/Science building for only
$12.00

—Spectators Welcome—

while supplies last

• Register in the GSS office,
3-" floor McFall by
5:00 p.m. Fri., Nov. 15
• Prizes will be awarded to top 3 teams
Sponsored by

.

Convenience Marts
Worth 6 South

Applications for

1091 N. Main
996 S. Main
2 location* for your convenience

Hole In One
Doughnuts
Made Daily

50* off a Dozen Doughnuts
Your
"Apple
-Whole Wheat
^,
•Cinnamon "Devils Food
<*-n01Ce •Blueberry .Old Fashion

PRESENTED BY

Women for Women

LTHEBGNEWS

and Co-sponsored By:
•BUck Student Unkxi
•Boating Green Peace Coalition
•Bowling Green N.O.W.
•Center for Choice, Toledo
•EngftshDepL
•Graduate Student Senate
•Human Relations Commission
•Lesbian & Gay Alance

•Norrfiaditional Students
Association
•Psychology Department
•Sociology Department
•Toledo N.O.W.
•University Activities
Organization
•Women's StuoVs

Endorsed By:
Boating Green Coaknon to Eaoinate Rattan, Lavender Triangle,
Poetical Science Dent, Sandusky Valley Domestic Violence Shelter,
Undergraduate Student Govemnent

STAFF POSITIONS
including staff editors, reporters,
copy editors and photographers
are now being accepted for Spring
Semester 1986.
Applications available from Patricia Ritter,
Editor, 210 West Hall.
Deadline: Toes., November 26,5 p.m.
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Heinz Co, provides variety of support

Ordinance
requires
permits
by Phillip B. WlUon
Baft reporter
The city of Bowling Green
will no longer be considered a
quick and easy profitable stop
for peddlers and solicitors
who visit from out of town.
Because of a City Council
resolution pasted three weeks
S;o that goes into effect Nov.
, visiting solicitors will be
required to buy a $100 sales
permit, pay a $50 refundable
deposit for clean-up purposes
and file with the city's tax
COfliflufSlOfl.

The laws effect all out-oftown solicitors except those
who sell dairy products or
fruit and vegetables. These
peddlers are exempted by a
state statute.
With the permit, the city
also reserves the right to prevent sales for at least 10 days
after purchase.
Ordinance 4592 was unanimously approved, although
the emergency clause, which
would have made the changes
effective Immediately, was
not accepted.
MAYOR BRUCE Bellard
took some of these ideas to
Council more than three
months ago, prompting the
Community Improvements
Committee to draft up new
legislation.
The city's Chamber of Commerce also offered some
ideas to the committee, who
proposed the legislation on
"They (peddlers) can go
down the road to some other
community," Chamber President Jeff Snook said. "We
dont need them"
"We wanted to close all the
loopholes ... discourage the
fly-by-night person who
doesn't support the community," he said?
AMarge councilman Ed
Miller said the ordinance is
needed to protect the citizens
of Bowling Green. He added
that out-of-town peddlers
shouldn't have an advantage
on the local businesses.

Factory once
major employer

Funds donated for genetic
research on tomato plants

by Ron Coulter
reporter

by Ron Coulter
reporter

The old Heinz factory located
west of the railroad tracks between Ridge and Reed streets
may only be a curious oddity to
some students, but at one time
the red brick building and adjoining complex, which las*
since burned down, were an
important source of Jobs to the
community.

The University's Department
of Biological Sciences has received nearly $11,000 from Heinz
UJS.A. to support genetic research by graduate student
DenaBookouT
The aaristantship was announced in September by
nald Noble, chairman of
department.

Some information on the history of the factory can be found
in the book. Bowling Green,
Ohio: A SeaquicentenniMl History, 1SB-1983, published by the
Bowling Green Sesquicentennial
Commission.

Noble hopes Bookout's research will yield an Improved
strain of tomato. "I think it (her
research) has unlimited possibilites for commercial applications," he said.

Bookout's research involves
genetic engineering, using the
tomato plant as a model. Agricultural reaasrcneri at Hans
U.S.A., a division of H.J. Heinz
Co., hope the research will result in a variety of tomato plants
with greater commercial value,
Noble said.

The Heinz factory operated
from 1810 to 1975. The factory
provided Jobs during the Great
Depression, sometimes employing entire families.

"We (the department) had
been collaborating with Heinz on
other research. The research on
the tomato plants had been an
ongoing project in my department when Heinz became interested in it," Noble said.

Ida Pultx, a Bowling Green
resident for 54 years, worked at
the factory until 1953. She remembers transplanting tomato
plants in the greenhouse and
peeling tomatoes.

Bookoutis. .
different forms of
media to start each plant in.
Each nwfi^rf contains a different mixture of nutrients, mainly
iron, in which she places tomato
leaf sections and waits for a
sprout to develop.

"I made good money," Pultx
said. "They paid us by the pailful of peeled tomatoes."
IN THE late spring of 1975, the
H.J. Heinz Co. was forced to
shut down the factory because of
increased waste treatment fees.
The company relocated in Fremont and the empty complex
was bought by local attorney
Robert Maurer and a partner.
Maurer said the property has
been maintained as a storage
facility for local companies, Including the Sentinel-Tribune and
the Wail Street Journal, who
store paper there.
In July and December of 1900,
fires broke out in the factory.

The purpose of Bookout's research is to cut down on cell
differentiation time, which gives
greater control over the plant's
development and lessens the
chance of mutation. This gives
her a better idea of what is in the
DNA of each plant.

BG News/Kevin Hopkins
The remains of the H.J. Heinz factory as It stands today.
The second fire, on Dec. 11,
burned the processing plant
down to the foundation and damaged the adjacent building.

on North Enterprise. To make
matters worse, all the people
who came to watch backed up
traffic in the area.

Pultx said that because of the
high winds that night, flying
sparks threatened the nearby
houses, inducting her own home

A fire wall between the processing plant and the rest of the
factory left what now remains
intact, she said.

In order to isolate the best
medium, Bookout has to keep
track of all the variables, including the plant from which she
tales each leaf section, the ingredients in each nutritional medium and the amount of time
taken for growth.
When the plant becomes too
big for a petri dish, Bookout
transfers the sprout to a test
tube containing nutritional media. "Fungus is a problem when
I transplant " Bookout said. "I
have to work under a canopy to
keep germs out"
Eventually the plants are
potted in soil and sent to a greenhouse at the H.J. Heinz Co. in
Fremont, she said.

'TVE BEEN working with
different concentrations of ferric and ferrous iron, trying to
find a variable that cuts the
differentiation time the most,"
Bookoutsaid.
Bookout said there are many
different variables to isolate in a
medium, including different
minerals and hormones. "I Just
happened to pick iron," she said.

Bookout said the money from
the amJHtantnhlp will be used to
buy chemicals and nutrients for
the different types of media.
She said she works on her own
and sets her own deadlines. "If
mere is ever pressure on me, I
put it on myself."
Bookout has been involved in
the project since last summer,
and plans to work through next
summer.

Regents
Continued from page 1.
The Regents recommended
the Haves Hall renovation instead of a new computer building because mat was what the
University had initially requested, Eakin said.
The University decided to re-

quest funds for a new building
when it was decided it would be
easier to build a new building
than to renovate Hayes, he said
The recommendation will now
go to the General Assembly, the
state lawmaking body, for consideration.
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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IS COMING

Theater Department
Presents

THE

Monday, November 18

CRUCIBLE p\
by Arthur Miller

*

Main Auditorium, University Hall
November 14-16 at 8:00 p.m.

I

SKI STEAMBOAT '86
January 4-12

|y

Tickets can be reserved by calling 372-2719 or 372-2222
or purchased at the door on the night of the performance

Exerting and Challenging Career Opportunities

Master off Business Administration
A small, highly selective MBA program has
been designed by The Ohio State University
to provide professional management
education to students with nonbusiness
academic backgrounds This two-year full-time
program
• facilitates a high level of student and
faculty-student interaction
• has no prerequisite course work
• is especially attractive to students with
liberal arts, scientific, and other
nonbusiness backgrounds
• is built upon a tightly integrated study of
foundation management tools and
concepts
• offers the opportunity to concentrate in one
or two management fields through
elective course work
• is offered by one of the top 25 schools of
management in the country and is
accredited by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business

• management trainee with an
international assignment. Chase
Manhattan Bank
• assistant product manager. Plllsbury
• financial analyst. Hewlett Packard
• Inventory control manager, IBM Corporation
• account executive. Mernll Lynch
• consultant. Price Waterhouse
• management trainee with an international
assignment, Procter and Gamble
For a brochure describing this program and
application information, please
contact:

Last year's graduates were very successful In
finding career opportunities Examples of
positions they selected include the following:
• assistant to the chief executive officer.
Midland Mutual Life
• field marketing manager. Ford Motor
Company
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Seniors go in style as BG downs Toledo

J.J.
cut by
Browns

Hopkins, Scott and Delph
star in the Falcon finale
offense and led to BG's 154 and
15-7 wins in the third and fourth
games.
Toledo's Marquise Bass, who
single-handedly beat BG earlier
in the year, was bald to a paltry
.SO hitting percentage. The Falcons finished with « block assists, giving the Rockets a team
bitting percentage of .141.
BG coach DenLte Van deWalle
said the Falcons bad good reason to play so well.

by Tom SketnMU
sports reporter

Toledo never stood a chance
against Bowline Green's volleyball team in what turned out to
be a crier of a match. No, not
laugher, it was a crier.
Riding on the emotional wave
of three seniors playing in their
last match in Anderson Arena,
BG overpowered the Rockets in
four games last night, 16-14,7-15,
1W.15*
The build-up leading to Debbie
Hopkins, Sue Scott and Adrienne
Delph'j last home match had
been increasing all week and
finally erupted ui pregame with
much of the team breaking Into
tears.
"Before the game started, it
was so emotional. Everyone was
just pacing and crying," Delph
said.
But when the match ended,
UT (13-20,4-14 in the Mid-American Conference) was the only
team to be found sobbing.
During the opening minutes of
the first game, it appeared the
Rockets would dominate as they
did earlier in the season when
they swept BG in three games at
Toledo.
UT JUMPED to an early 9-5
lead, but lost it when kills by
Hopkins, Kelley Ellett and Barb
Baker gave BG the next seven
points and a 12-9 lead. The Rockets rallied to tie the game 14-14.
bat service aces by Delph and
Hopkins sealed the Falcons win.
However, UT struck back winning the second game easily 157. The scrappy Rocket defense
would have made Pete Rose
envious, players diving head
first after every loose ball hit
their way. UT finished with 125
dip on the night.
BG's defense was doing some
work of their own, though. The
Falcons' aggressive play at the
net stifled the Rockets' potent

" We especially
wanted to win
because It was our
last home game and
also for the
seniors."
BG coach Denise Van
De Walle
"The team was really thinking
about the loss to UT as one of the
moat embarrassing of the season," Van de Walle said. "We
especially wanted to win because it was our last home game
and also for the seniors."
ONE OF THE seniors, Delph,
may have saved her best tor
"Tonight was different,"
Delph said. "I always try as
hard as I can, but tonight I tried
extra hard."
Van de Walle obviously noticed the difference in the Falcons'play.
"I felt we played so well as a
team." Van de Walle said. "The
will to win was so evident tobough graduation will hurt
BG, last night's game foretold a
very promising future for the
■Sonhomorc Jo Lynn Williamson finished with a career high
26 kills and 19 digs, while freshman Ellett played her best game

BG News/ Alex Horvath

Oh, no you don't

Toledo's Marquise Bass' attack couldn't get past the three-way block of Bowling Green's Barb Baker (left),
Lisa Berardlnelll (center) and Jo Lynn Williamson. The Falcon splkers avenged a three game lossearller In the
year with a four game triumph last night In Anderson Arena, 16-14, 7-15, 19-9, 19-9.

of the year tallying 16 kills and
seven block assists.
Ellett said the rest of the team
rained around the veterans.
"A lot of us realized that this
was their last game," Ellett
said. "We played extra hard for
them."

Delph said the win may have
made up for the Falcons' disappointing 11-14 overall record and
6-12 MAC record.
"IT WAS A great year even
though we had our ups and
downs," Delph said. "Tonight
was Just so good."

Hopkins, who leads the team
In (our categories, said her tenure at BG was well worth the
time.
"It feels good. This U what
I've been working for the last
four years, Hopkins said. "It's
kind of sad, though. I tried not to
cry."

************************************************
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Values

UNIVERSITY UNION
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CLEVELAND (AP) - Fourtime All-Pro wide receiver
John Jefferson, who caught
only three passes for 30 yards
since Joining the Cleveland
Browns in September, was
released yesterday by the National Football League team.
Browns Coach Marty Schottenheimer made the announcement at the team's
training complex in Berea In
a twoeentence statement.
"For whatever reasons,
things did not work out with
John Jefferson and the
Browns," he said. "Any other
dialogue about his release
would be counterproductive
at this time."
Jefferson could not be
reached for comment.
The 29-year-old former Arizona State standout was playing his ninth NFL season. He
had appeared In seven games
for the Browns, Including two
starts beca use of a hamstring
pull Injury to receiver Clarence Weathers.
JEFFERSON, WHO reportedly had a one-year contract with the Browns for
more than $385,000, was obtained by the Browns for an
undisclosed draft choice in a
Sept 19 trade with the Green
Bar Packers. Only the day
before. Jefferson ended a contract holdout and signed a
pact with the Packers.
The release of Jefferson
leaves the Browns roster with
44 players, one short of the
limit. Schottenhelmer said an
announcement would be
made this week on who would
replace Jefferson.
The Browns hsve one
healthy receiver finishing a
stay on the injured reserve
list, Fred Banks. The rookie
from Liberty University, formerly known ss Liberty Baptist, caught three passes for
41 yards earlier in season
before being sidelined by a
hamstring puD.

Day
I Went for a
Walk , and...

ENLARGEMENT SPECIAL
WITH THIS COUPON
The Ideal Christmas
Family Gift

5x7

89$

8 REELS Of YOUR SMM MOVIES OR
9 REELS OF SUPER 8 CAN BE
CONVERTED TO 30 MIN. OF VIDEO
CASSETTES FOR

8x10

$1.69

4 Prints 3x5

$1.89.

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
EXPIRES 12/31/85

$44.95
(BETAORVHS)

ADDITIONAL COPIES $22.45 EACH
BACKGROUND MUSIC AVAILABLE 35MM
SUMS CAN ALSO BE CONVERTED

DON'T BE A
THANKSGIVING TURKEY

CHRISTMAS VALUE
FOR YOU
PERSONALIZED
GREETING CARDS!

SEE THE PICTURE PLACE
FOR YOUR BEST 2 FOR 1 PRICE
PLUS
THESE EVERY DAY PRICES
1 Print

2 Prints

12 Exposure
Proc—s & Print

2.99

3.98

15 Exposure
Proc—t Print

3.69

4.6S

24 Exposure
Procws* A Print

4.99

6.6S

10 CARDS ONLY $2.95
REGULAR PRICE

24 EXPOSURE
100 ASA
COLOR PRINT FILM

6.99

8.66

35mm. Disc. 110. 126.
Available

EXPIRES 12/31/SS
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

20°/

SUBS
•10.98
$

3.59
•3.29
•1.99
•1.69

OFF

ALL KODAK
FILM
omaixpmes
u-i-ei

i

ANY QUAN1II Y
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY OKXR

Conv-niwncw • 1 Day Sorvlcw • 24 Hour Rim Drop* "It your pictuns aron't btcoming to you,
For Additional Information 372-8891
>*ou ■*•"« bo coming to ua. "
»j|MF»»»»a>ak»»»s>»»»»»»»»»s)Mt^

N

$1.75
3 for $5.00

ANY KIND

36 Exposure
Process A Print

Fri»Sat

Big & Beautiful
{

U&A- delicatessen
1068 north main st.

352-8434 (SSSSL)
call for details
alumni owned and operated
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Report cards come early for rookie booters Philly
reading defe n s e s .
Against Dayt o n was
fooled several times by
the same offsides trap.

On the Fritz
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

Though the semester isn't
over yet. these 10 Bowling Green
soccer freshman are receiving
their grades for the season.
The Falcons finished at 4-11-4,
so there weren't any A's given.
Nobody failed, but their is a lot
of mediocrity in the final appraisal of the rookies.
Brian
Zaun-Cook back field:
Cook saw action in 18
games, starting seven. He
finished the
season with a
goal and assist for three points.
Made steady improvement,
moving into the starting line-up
with his consistent play. Probably the quickest player on the
team. Orod. B

Rick CbUdress - forward:
Played In eight games, getting
an assist.
Needs to
show he can
6lay consismtsoccer to
break into
the line-up.
Very tentative when on
the field.
— cJon Fetton- backfield: Felton
started all 19 games and had a
goal and an assist for three
points.
Started out
playing outstanding, but
towards the
end of the
season repressed.
Meeds more
consistency in his game and has
to take charge more in the defensive backfield since he is the
biggest (6-f oot-3,175 lbs.) player
on the team. At times showed a
lack of intensity. Grade — a.

Joey D'Agostino - forward:
D'Agostino played in 11 games,
scoring a goal against Dayton
for his only two points of the
season. He hasn't made much
progress since the beginning of
the season. Needs to work on
consistency in his skills and in

Ron Halnet - backfield: Started
16 of 19 games, scoring a goal for
two points. A pleasant surprise
this year, breaking into the
starting lineup and never
relinquishing
his spot.
Solid player,improved
steadily as
the season
went along.
Tommy Hasten - forward:
The biggest surprise of the year
for the Falcons. A walk-on. Kasten was the leading freshman
K- ^jj^
scorer with
Jk ^L
eight points.
M
Played in 16

f1 3-£.^
ire's
I
started the

last four
games and
added some
life to BG's struggling offense. A
very quick player who can only
improve. Omd* — B
Kevin McGrath - midfielder:
McGrath appeared in all 19
games, starting 10. Made rapid
i
m
provement
and gained
confidence as
the season
wore on. Finished with
five points. A
very solid

J3

player with excellent all-around
. Grade

Jeff Vincent - goalkeeper:
Vincent played in 14 games,
starting all but one of those.

B

Very, very
inconsistent
player.

Joe Petsker - sweeper:
Petzker started three games
before suffering a bruised lower
leg in the To1 e d o
Trust/BGSU
Soccer Cup.
Failed to return from the
injury and
will be redshirted. In
the short stint. Petzker showed
he is worthy of his Parade High
School All American billing.
Needs to add some weight to his
6-3 frame. Grade — I (incomplete)

Needs quickness and to
learn how to
hang on to
the ball after
saves. Had
three shutouts, including one
against Akron, but allowed five
goals against a highly mediocre
Western Michigan squad. Finished with a 2.55 goals against
average. Or.d. —o
The freshman class showed a
lot of potential in this dismal
season, but brighter days are
ahead for coach Gary Palmisano and his team. Palmisano
suffered his first losing season of
eight at BG, but experience is
usually the best teacher. If the
freshmen class learned the lessons taught in 19S5, the the frosh
will mature and continue to improve over next three years.
And it could be more than eight
years before Palmisano's record dips below .500.

Roy Sterwelller - midfielder:
Sternwellier played in five
games and had two assists.
Played well in stints but definitely needs to be a more consistent player to become a starter.
Could become a very
solid allaround
player,
showed all
the skills
needed to be
one.
Grade c

OVERALL CLASS GRADE — B

goalie
dies
STRATFORD, NJ. (AP) The parents of hockey star
Pelle Lindbergh said their
goodbyes to their brain-dead
son yesterday after giving
doctors permission to remove
his organs for transplant donations.
Philadelphia Flyers team
physician Edward Viner said
that the organs probably
would be removed "within
the next 24 hours" but that
Lindbergh's elderly parents
wanted more time with their
only son before allowing the
operation to begin.
"Privately, they must hope
there could be a miracle ...
but they're anxious not to lose
the Apotential of helping others, Viner said of the family's decision to donate
Lindbergh's vital organs.
Lindbergh, 26, was legally
drunk when he left an afterhours bar and drove his red
Porsche 930 into a concrete
wall, authorities said.
Lindbergh, voted the Vezina Trophy last year as the
National Hockey League's
leading goalie, was a member
of the 1960 Swedish Olympic
team.

Class dismissed.

The Athletic Department will guarantee you admission if you
exchange your All-Sports Pass by Friday, 5 p.m. at the Memorial Hall
Ticket Office.
Student general admission tickets are also on sale.
Don't miss the biggest game of the season! Wear orange and
support the FALCON'S drive for the MAC title.

I■

Urge 2 Item Pizza

I

$5.'

j

5

rf, 352-3551

We Deliver

The Domino's Pizza Countdown

j

Purchase Two 12"
Pizzas Plus Two
Coca-Colas For Only
$850

352-3551 f

Fail. FrM Delivery'-

352-1539
1616 East Wooiter
Bowling Green

Brank Kovacevic inbounds the ball to Jure Zdovc who
brings it up across mid-court between the circles gives
it up to Slodoban Subotic on the right wing Subotic
looks inside sees nothing back out to Kovacevic at the
point over to the left side to Matjaz Tovornik, Tovornik
quick pass inside to Spasoje Todorovic who goes up for
the shot IT'S BLOCKED BY ANTHONY ROBINSON and
the Falcons are off and running . ..

One Coupon P«' O'def

$5 99
""*"'

One large Pizza
W.ih One Hem For
Only $5 99

352-1539
j

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14,8:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena

BG FALCONS

piret 12/31 '65

1616 East Woostar
Bowling Green
E«pi'es i? 3i Bb

One Coupon Per Order

vs

YUGOSLAVIA
* All-Sports Pass Holders Free
"All Seats General Admission $2.00
'Free Team Photo Courtesy of Marathon

Two 10 purat
*iih 3 items

""'""' $6.99 j
352-1539

i-'
7

\

One Coupon Per Order

»4m4A
1.1*9

Specially equipped delivery cars ensure ^H A -4 ,00
a hot. safe trip
■ #f..C*J

11:23

«>< '<<

' *.nvn
U

$6.50

Purchase two 10 om
item ptz?as plus
ont Coca-Coia
tor only M.SO

352-1539

i.

II your pizza does
not arrive within
30 minutes, present
this coupon to the
driver to receive
$3.00 OFF your
pizza

332-1539

Who knows, in Belgrade they probably
think Magic, Bird, Kareem and Doctor J are
funny names.

*xp 12/31

DINNER FOR TWO

30 minute
guarantee

\

(■•»*>•

Fast, Free Delivery""

The Domino's Pizza
Countdown!
The moment you place
your order, the Domino's
Pizza team leap. Into
action Whan you want
pizza, call the professionals
Domino's Pizza DeHvers"
1(1* East Woostar
Bowling Green

332-1539
One Coupon Per Order

•""

,,/

Our dnnenl own- leei men S2OO0

"

mmamiem

7]

Fla1.Fnj.0taV«y

3.
One Coupon Pt' Order

la.

•»p 12/31

**%#**
!•• hash
on* coupon par order
GOOOTUKtWfO

110 n am

S.MC
One Coupon Per Oroer «P H/SI

News Briefs
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Ohio representative gains support for Senate bid
surveys show Republicans stand good chances
of gaining Senate seats in New York and
California as well, but he declined to cite
specifics about the polls.
The former Tennessee senator said he had a
"cordial, personal relationship" with Glenn
while in the Senate and offered no reasons for
voters to oppose him other than to add to the
GOP majority in the Senate. Republicans currently maintain a 53-47 edge in the Senate.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Despite the proven votesetting ability of U.S. Sen. John Glenn among
Ohio voters, the state is one of several where
Republicans maintain hopes of gaining a Senate seat next year, former Senate Majority
Leader Howard Baker said yesterday.
Baker spoke at a $500-per-plate fund-raising
luncheon here for U.S. Rep. Thomas Kindness,
R-Ohio, who has said be will seek Glenn's U.S.
Senate seat in 1986. Baker said GOP-funded

Judge sentences convicted spy to life in prison
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Arthur Walker, a 51year-old retired Navy officer convicted of supplying secrets to a Soviet spy
J ..ring
ring run by. his
brother, was sentenced to e in prison yester-

day by a judge who refused to "treat this as a
slap-on-the-wfist" case."
ca
walker told U.S.
_. District Judge J. Calvitt
Clarke Jr. that he wished to "apologize to all

Beach, to the maximum of three life terms and
four 10-year terms on seven counts of espionage, with the sentences to run concurrently
Walker, who was also fined $250,000, will be
eligible for parole in 10 years.

the citizens of this country for what I did."
"I dishonored myself. I devastated my family. Nobody could be any sorrier," he said.
Clarke then sentenced Walker, of Virginia

Attempted overthrow of Liberian government fails
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) - Presidentelect Samuel Doe said in a radio broadcast
yesterday that an attempt to overthrow his
government in Liberia had failed and he urged
the rebels led by a fugitive general to "lay down
their arms immediately."
Doe's statement was broadcast on Elwa

Radio, a Christian station that had been held by
the insurgents earlier in the day. The broadcast, monitored in the nearby West African
nation of Ivory Coast, indicated Doe's forces
had gained the unoer hand after a day of
fighting with radio stations changing hands
between rebels and loyalists.

Classifieds
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
•"AD CLUB""
' You cm BSa loin — lest chance to ply dues ra
at Nov 13 meeting al 7 30 tn 305 Moeeiay
*8t prepared with questions to aek of the
Profaaaora' Pane*
'Start orders wa be taken 7 0O-7 30
Ptaaae pay whan you place order Sweetsrwts- $13 50 1 surtstwts- $1050 See
logo assign m BA showcase
•••Atrlrjrwton Education Majors!-"
O SEA a na«t meeting ra Wad . No. 20th al
8:00 In 121 Weal Hal We w» be haMng a
panel rSscuaalon with curent and past student
teachers
BACCHUS
Do you want to team about alcohol. Us affects
and how to drink responsrbry Wei coma to us
Wads . 8 30 p m . Prom I SI Floor lounge
FINANCIAL MONT. ASSOC.'
Meeting Wad Nov 8 Speaker TBA BA 114.

7 30 pm

Mraarng from cat In First United
Church parking tot Gray book bag
books a notes Afcto ovemght bag
personal name rncajdtng gssaaes I
WARD' Carl Taunts at 3540704

LOST BLUE LEATHER GLOVES LOST OUT.
Stoe OUNBAR ON 10-31 AROUND MONIGHT PLEASE RETURN TO OMA 2 5381
SENTIMENTAL VALUE REWARD

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Fraa pregency
tax. Orotocttve Into
Cal NOW
354
HOPE(4873| Hours M. Th 12-8 pm : T, W
10-2 pm, Sal 122 pm

Congratulations to Oanlaa HarttaH. Martha
HaeeJne. and Coarsen Vaughn tor making
Order oiOmegal What • n honor! We're very
proud of each ol yawl
Less— Your Dana Zeta Waters
OANKWILAS
Huh Huh Huh Huh Huh1

TACO TACO TACO
3 tor It.00 from 8-11 p.m.
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

DAVE McCORMCK- THE CHAPTER HAS
BEEN WARNED ABOUT YOUR PRESENCE AT
CHEEOMUNQA
PET PSYCHED! CHERYL

PERSONALS
ALPHA PHI PLEDGES- "OH WHAT TALENTLOOK OUT HOLLYWOOO OUR PLEDGES
HAVE WHAT IT TAKESM
THANKS FOR THE
LAUGHS AND ENTERTAINMENT'
THE ACTIVES
ATTENTION AM* MEMBERS:
Crncmnetl Weekend • Nov 15 and 16 We wH
be leaving the Union Friday tentatively at 5 30
am Contact vmce Corvem tor more data*
Auapex Counoaator Caaaar says
Mrke gave the bast speech at Convocation
Thar a OUR BROTHER The Delia
'Bualnaaa Career Search Seminar*
Wednesday, Novel itbei 13 (9 30-4 30 PM)
STUDENT UNTON

SEXY EYES
DELTA GAMMA
SEXY EYES
DELTA ZZTA WISHES TO CONGRATULATE
THE WINNERS OF THE 1SBS OZ VOLLEY
•ALL TOURNAMENT- SIQalA PHI EPStLON
• ALPHA OAMMA DELTA.
WAY TO 001
DOUQLASM,
Thanks tor bang the greatest Mend Can I MS!
lei you that my book la almost complete "How
To Go Out Every Night WITHOUT Money"' HA
HA — I MB rove you anyway.
FtvAraCIALLY YOURS. CHRISTIE
PS Can I pises! have your ttudeon's card?

UL' OrNA VALENTINE
Your Big 1 wMchJng you!

LSAT'MCAT'GMAT'GRE
NTE-CPA REVIEWNCLEXRN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
|41») 538-3701 TOLEDO

HELP WANTED

PHI DELTA THETA - CAR SMASH
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15.9-8
BEAT TOLEDO
3 WACKS — SI 00 UNION OVAL

Ride needed to PITTSBURGH thra weekend
Wl help with money Cal Kevin 3722810

SEXY EYES
DELTA OAMMA
SEXY EYES

3 BG vs. TU Reeerve Tickets
362-7649
Ask For Gary

RUSH TICKETS 11
BG OPERA THEATRE PRESENTS
"DOWN IN THE VALLEY" BY WEISS I
THE JIJMP1NG FROG" BY FOSS
NOV 15 » 16. 8 PM KOBACKERHALL
BUY YOUR RUSH TICKETS AT 7 45 PM IN
KOBACKER HALL
BGSU STUDENTS ONLY. HAVE 11 READY

Purcala
Dike storage
-Dart supplies
131 w Wooater

Sneek-Bound Seniors are ready tor the weekend wtth the pledges Wherever we go Cl wi
baablssti
Can't wa*)Love Irom the Alpha PM Senrora

DELIVERY PERSONS NEEDED:
MuM have car. Apply 2-4 p.m. Mon. thru Frl.
No phone cads please
OSSENEDETTO'S
It you Ike music I want to have tun whaa you're
working — wa era now hiring al the fun place lo
be — Buttona We need bar help a floor help w.
poatttona I asatila lor al ages Musi be M least
18. Apply In person alter 8 00 pm dairy
except Mondaya Buttona. Rt 25, North of BG

382-8284

TOLEDO AREA ADVERTISING SALES POSITION tor the BO News starting Immediately
Must have car. Commission paid. Apply 214
Weal Hast DsarMss: Frl.. Nov. 15

LOREAL SPECIAL EFFECTS - COLOR
20% OFF THRU NOV 30
GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMANS

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,040 —
$58.230ryr Now hiring Cal 1 805-687
6000 E»1 R-9849 tor current ledersf let

352-5815

STEPH
What do the ass* and the Falcons have tn
common? A goals who can laugh — HUHt
Jamie a Treci

FOR RENT
CARDS
HUGE SELECTION AVAILABLE
GET YOUR XMAS CARDS EARLY'
Floral Ongmara by Gregory Scotte
518E Wooater
352-5148

CARNATIONS 12.15 DOZEN
CASH -N- CARRY
Fkxal Onrjnara by Gregory Scotte
618 E Wooater
352-9148

r56"*"OFF,

For the BEST deal
For the BEST price
Quality work
always top
priority
520 South Mapl*

IAny small 10" -ilM
or lifft tub

,n,„.

I

i

OPIN

Bawling Green, OH

Female roonvmreto needed to Bubtaeae large
apartment Spring semester.
Please pel 354-7569

MUST SUBLEASE NICE APT TO FEMALE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 11S/MTH 8 UTIL
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 352-8943
1 room efficiency UtsWes paid
downtown CM 3525822

Ctoae to

THURSTIN MANOR APTS
Has angle room efficiencies avertable lor spring
semester Very cloee to campua 352-5435
lor one 111 ot two |2) people
on E Wooater tot Spring Semester Cal 352
4783 tor detaas
Female subteeser needed for Spring Semester
Furnished apt Location Fourth and High
S137 60 (Includes heel) per month
CM 3524542
Houees and apartments ctoae to campus tor
Bummer 1988 and 88-87 school year
Cal 1-267-3341

4 pm

HMBM
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.

352-5133

RATES: per ad are 60' per tine. $1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad for bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

2 bedroom apt to ■ubtaaia starting M the end
ol Nov S2B57mo Phone 354 8366

Roommate needed for 2 bedroom lurnrahed
apt Contact Joe Remmmgton at 354-1501

BG RADIATOR

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news will not be
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

EMed by Trade Michel Jaffa
1
5
9
14
15
18

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

17

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

Phone #

18
19
20

(For billing purposes only)

22

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

24

ACROSS
Crlee of disgust
Bedeviler
Fish spears
Rant a
employee
Pearl Harbors
•Its
Love, Italian
style
Caribbean
locale
Holdback
Persian gold
corn
Mountain In E
Turkey
Henry or Clara
Boolhe
Finale

25 —— deeperan
dum

40 Hammock
activity
42 Stately dance
olotd

DOWN
1 Spotted cavy
2 Manchurian
river
3 Cuban dance
4 Star ol bridge
and screen
5 Station
8 Devour
7 Mantel
8 Din
9 Keepers, ols
aort
10 latin I >arb
11 Stir up
12 ■'EICeudlllo•,
13 Forward
21
-a-Oata
23 Sambalike
dance
27 Town In
Sicily
28 Milkweed
feature
29 Regret

26 Gypay dance
style
28 Low-cost
houees
, 30 Rumbalike
dance
32 Garden State
capital
31 Form of
address
33 New word lor
35 Capture
rtewtywada1?
34 No. m Frankfurt 38 Nurture
38 Caravansary
37 Turned s
1
1
1
ear
H
39 Granite: Pretis
41 Plsy parts
45 Old French com
47 Support
49 Dash oft
50 Tunisia'!
neighbor
54 Taco o< crape
58 Lively Spanlah
it
dance
tt
58 US govt board
59 12 dot.
80 Oo a gardening
Chora
u 1' II
81 Uoetan
H
84 CM Mood .
86 Spruce
M
SB Within: Prefix
89 AnAetake
H
U
70 Jack-a-dandy
71 Repeatedly
72 Meddled
73 Egyptian sun
god
74 Not as much

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

Lost S Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals
•Csmpuiv'Clty Event ads we pubtished free of charge for one day for ■ rxxi-proftt event or irteetlng only.
Dates of Inwcttori
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BQSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

TokolOl

44
48
48
50
51

Observe
Inched
Hilltop
Hunting hound
Tanaacrtyol
song

IJUUHNII

i

1

■
"

r

|

'

11

"

-DARTS
-SHAFTS

1

P 1I '

M

■4

|
1

-

1

"
"
'•

11

P

-FLITS
-BOARDS

AND MORE

Puree I Is
131W

352-6264

MIIUM

'
"
"

1

'

■

brown
67 Confusion

nr-imtn
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mrHiun rir.ii.innnm n i
III lie.Mii urn ill HUilll
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*
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Folklore beings
L i st
Braaklaat fare
Music hall
Tommys
weapon
82 Shoehoneant
63 Drags
65 October's II

nnr.i
nnn.ii
i.innii
Hill IN MI inn III.min
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Classification in which you wish your ad to appear

43

52
53
55
57
61

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

'

Totati Mini Mr ol days,

■i
—•-J ii revneve
i
1- roommaia.
.
teeoea
Ctoea to campus Big apartment
Fraa heat 8 gas 384-2904.

1 or 2 female roommalee needed tor Spring
rjemeiW Ctoae to campus Cal 352-3499

THE ACCOUNTING CLUB
IS STILL OPEN TO ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN JOINING DUES ARE $6 PER
SEMESTER ANO S10 PER YEAR APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN 332 BA BUILDING
JOIN NOW ANO MAKE AN INVESTMENT M
YOUR FUTURE!

Campus & City Events*

Wanted Gunnel and Beae Player to torm High.
Energy. Denceable-Rock band Cal Larry 3721963 or Paul 3726795 No Top 40

GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom SI
(U repraV) Atao deenquent t*> property Cal I
805-887^000 Ert OH 9849 tor Information

TAMARA NAULT—
CCaiGRATULATkONS ON YOUR OZ ATO PtNWNG TO BRETT SMITH! BEST WISHES FOR
HAPPINESS ALWAYSI
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SBSTERS

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)

WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER ON E MERRY
PLEASE CALL 353 5304

KAREN McELFRESH
Palty Hearst bear ra all hanging m there PAY
UP SOON!
—The Monkeys

Suay W- Congrats on being inducted Into
Order of Omega' Le! s meke it s larmry trsomon'
Chi O Love. Your G big Bren

P"The BG News

! 12 20-hr> Apt . private room,
hsat paid, lurnrahed. stove/oven, trig Cal
evenings 352-44B9

TACO TACO TACO
3for 11 OOlrorae-tl p.m.
EVERY WEDNESDAY l*XtHT
MAIN ST.

MAW ST.

Low SAKS

352-0809

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Lev* red-tag wan jacket and Gamma Phi
Beta key chain I keys at Beer blast «. Northeast
oornrnoiia Saturday night — vary important they
are returned Reward ottered Cat 372 4995
or 372-2387

COMPUTER DATE PARTY
SATURDAY NOV. 18
4:30 Is 8:30 AT UPTOWN
11 oo tor ACM Members
$2.00 tor non-members
OuoeSonrvalree aisastila In
Math-Science Lobby tl Friday

SERVICES OFFERED

TUCKER TYPfea
after 8 p.m. cal Nancy

To my Den Data Stave
4ft minutes tfatrs M we had
sorry It turned out knde bed
I guess our party was a Me ter
maybe wa should have taken the same car
Oh wal Stave, wa gave I a try
Thanks so much, you're a great guyll
Your dangerous 0G driver Kety

Dweeb. Buffalo Butt. 1 Tweeter.
Who's your buddy? Who's your friend? who
roves ya? Wa hate shcool but wa love each
other' St Elmos foreverYour Social Director
PS Where'a my taymer hat?

CHI O PLEDGES
ARE PSYCHED
FOR CHEE-OMII

I to and from Maml Urav. 11/1511/17. Can leave anytime. wB help wrrh gas
CalJoe 372-3193

RACOUETBALL CLUB MEETtNO
Tonight - 1:45 p.m. In Archery Room ol SRC.
As! IsWWI fj0/m WeWrWIWaaTI

BO TAEKWONOO CLUB FORMING MEETING
AT OfTENHAUER, FRIDAY 1:00. CALL MARK
354-5700 ABOUT DETAILS.

Carda UugaSackers-Not. Pads-Pence.Bubbt. Bears Sorority Hams Q«ts
Jeone N THrtgs 631 Rtooe
CN Omegas are ready great, and thra alum
tshka you're al first rate' Thanks tor making ma
MB leal a pert oltha house1 Low. Bran

RIDES

INTERESTED IN MISS BGSU7
THEN COME TO OUR CONTESTANT MEETING ON SUNDAY NOVEMBER I 7 Al 8 PM IN
THE FACULTY LOUNGE OF THE UNION'

Women for Women and
T'l'T-N co-sponsors
present the Choral Reading
■RAPE, EVERY WOMAN HAS A STORY"
Tetkraht, 7:M p.m., Proul Hall Lounge
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